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Tucana II - Amplifier
cena – 22 999 zł
Launched in 2006, the Tucana, Leema’s first audio 
component, soon established itself as a genuine re-
ference amplifier, winning many prestigious awards. 
Now the Tucana II extends both the performance 
and features of the original, to set a new global stan-
dard for integrated amplifiers.

Tucana - Anniversary 
Edition
cena – 29 990 zł
Since its introduction the Tucana has always delive-
red unparalleled audio quality in a premium chassis 
that is well received by users and press alike. As 
such the Tucana has received multiple awards in the 
decade following its launch and has established itself 
as a reference device delivering what other amplifiers 
can only aspire to.

Antila IIS Eco - CD
cena – 22 490 zł
In this latest development of the multi-award win-
ning Antila, the Antila IIS Eco combines exceptional 
sound quality with captivating good looks and refre-
shing ease of use, to create a striking impression in 
any environment.

Libra - DAC
cena – 34 990 zł

Decades of experience in digital audio for profes-
sional studios worldwide, crystallises in the fabulous 
new Leema Libra DAC. Enveloped in the same 
precision machined casework as our famous Tucana 
and Antila products, the new Libra DAC’s simple but 
elegant looks conceal a staggering array of class 
leading technologies. The sheer quantity of input 
options alone is breathtaking:

Constellation



Hydra II - Power-Amp
cena – 23 990 zł
The Leema Hydra II is an intelligent, bridgeable 
stereo amplifier incorporating many developments 
pioneered in the Leema Reference mono-block, 
Altair IV. The Hydra II is notably more flexible than its 
predecessor. This technological chameleon is able to 
act in a multitude of roles, always creating a life-like 
sound stage and maintaining the presence, texture 
and timbre of the original performance.

Hydra II Anniversary
cena – 29 990 zł
Since its introduction the Tucana has always delive-
red unparalleled audio quality in a premium chassis 
that is well received by users and press alike. As 
such the Tucana has received multiple awards in the 
decade following its launch and has established itself 
as a reference device delivering what other amplifiers 
can only aspire to.

Pyxis - Pre-Amp
cena – 29 990 zł
The Pyxis pre-amplifier is the heart of Leema’s Re-
ference Series, designed to offer absolute transpa-
rency with superior resolution and musicality. The 
Pyxis is without doubt a state-of-the-art performer. 
A generous range of features ensures that the Pyxis 
offers complete satisfaction.

Agena -Phono
cena – 22 990 zł
Agena is truly a state-of-the-art phono stage. Any 
magnetic phono cartridge can be precisely matched 
to the Agena’s input circuitry, ensuring maximum 
retrieval of detail and depth. Music is presented with 
fluidity and transfixing reality.

Sirius - Music Server
cena – 24 990 zł
The new Sirius is a hi-fi-grade streaming music 
server system that provides a high-performance 
solution for the storage and playback of digital mu-
sic. Developed in partnership with Innuos, Leema’s 
ex-BBC engineers have combined audiophile perfor-
mance with the convenience of a UPNP/DNLA-com-
patible music server.



Launched in 2006, the Tucana, Leema’s first audio 
The Leema Quasar integrated amplifier is the latest 
iteration in the renowned Leema Stellar series of pro-
ducts. Sporting the same machined billet aluminium 
front panel styling as its Constellation series siblings, 
the understated but classy looks of the Quasar will 
blend seamlessly with any decor.

Pulse IV - Amplifier
cena – 12 990 zł
Leema’s Pulse amplifier was always a popular devi-
ce, so it should come as no surprise that since the 
Pulse III production ended we have been beave-
ring away behind the scenes to develop a worthy 
successor. We have reworked our famous Pulse 
amplifier for 2017, dramatically improving performan-
ce and adding new contemporary features, including 
a high-quality phono stage, aptX Bluetooth, plus a 
32-bit/384kHz DSD-capable DAC.

Stream IV - Streamer & CD
cena – 12 990 zł
The Stream returns! Sporting the same powerful 
streaming module featured in the Quasar to com-
plement a quality CD transport mechanism, the new 
Stream IV is a digital source for the modern age.

Quasar - Amplifier
cena – 17 990 zł

Stellar



The Leema Elements Integrated Amplifier continues 
Leema’s strong tradition of producing some of the 
best amplifiers that money can buy. Not only does 
the Elements Integrated Amplifier include the most 
comprehensive set of inputs and facilities of any 
Leema product to date, it manages to fit all this into 
a compact and beautiful enclosure built to the same 
exacting standards as the larger Leema amplifiers.

Elements - CD Player
cena – 8 490 zł
The Leema Elements CD Player continues the 
Leema tradition of ground breaking design, facilities 
and performance by incorporating many unique 
Leema innovations and the very best parts and pro-
cesses available.

Elements - DAC
cena – 8 490 zł
Digital to analogue conversion is a discipline that, on 
the face of it, looks to be a simple number crunching 
exercise. Yet, as in all things audio, the devil is in the 
detail. Chief among the gremlins is time, which if not 
precisely regulated, causes temporal distortion (jitter) 
in the digital signal and ultimately manifests itself as 
actual noise and distortion in the resulting musical 
signal.

Elements - Amplifier
cena – 9 990 zł

Elements - Power Amplifier
cena – 8 490 zł
The Leema Elements power amplifier is an incredibly 
versatile design. A row of switches on the rear of the 
unit, together with an internal analogue volume con-
trol allow the amplifier to be configured for various 
applications.

Ellements



It has been 30 years since the digital compact disc 
revolutionised the world of audio, promising perfect 
sound forever. Yet many enthusiasts still prefer the 
warmth and immediacy of vinyl replay.

Elements - Streamer
cena – 7 990 zł
The compact-chassis Elements Streamer is based 
upon the high-quality streaming module used in our 
Quasar streaming amp/DAC, with the addition of 
an advanced ESS Sabre DAC, enabling the device 
to be used as a standalone unit in a wide range of 
audio systems.

Elements - Ultra Phonostage
cena – 7 990 zł

Elements - Pre-Amplifier
cena – 8 490 zł
The Leema Elements Pre-Amplifier continues 
Leema’s strong tradition of producing some of the 
best Pre-Amplifiers that money can buy. Not only 
does the Elements Pre-Amplifier include a compre-
hensive set of inputs and facilities, it manages to fit 
all this into a compact and beautiful enclosure built 
to the same exacting standards as the larger Leema 
amplifiers.

Essentials Phono
cena – 3 490 zł
The circuitry inside the award-winning Essential 
Phono is closely based on that of the class leading 
Agena Reference Series Phono stage. its perfor-
mance is simply astonishing at this price point; it 
was designed not just to compete favourably with its 
competitors, but to completely overshadow them, 
even those at 3 or 4 times the price.

Ellements
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